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1. Objective
Consider a rigid-link robot with the dynamic model
:r---- U(q;p)_ Sr C(q,_Y,p);t_+ G(q;p) +At(t)
where At(.) denotes a bounded external disturbance (def-
initions of other terms and variables can be found in the
literature). The objective addressed herein is to find a
control strategy that exhibits the following features: (1)
simple to implement, (2) easy to code for program and
(3) robust to poGsible time-varying uncertainties _ _
2. Results
Define tracking error ¢ as ¢ = q - q*, where q* denotes
the desired trajectory. Also let W = _+De, Ye = q*-De,
and z, = _* - Dt - k_- t W, where D = D T > 0 and _(t)
is one of the rate functions which is introduced to adjust
rate-of-convergence (ROC) (see [4]).
Definition 1
Let v(t) be defined on [to, oo). v(t) is in the class Yl if
v(t) is nonnegative constant or in Vtl if v(t) is bounded,
positive, and decreasing for all t E [to, oo).
The robust control law is given by
r = H,(q*;p°)z,+C,(q°,q°;p*)y,+G,(q*;p*)-KW+Ua,
(1)
where K = K T > 0, and H,(.), C,(.), and G,(.) are
simplified versions of H, C, and G, respectively. Uo is an
auxiliary control defined by
W_ z
U. = []Wll_+ v(t)' (2)
where v(t) E Vz or VH and q is a nonnegative scalar
nonlinear function defined as
IIH, - HIIlI_,II + IIC, -cll[ly.ll +llv, -v-Atll
In this equation, ai are constants representing bounds on
the modelling errors. There are many possible choices for
v(t) in U_, and different choices leads to different tracking
properties. The v(t) defined by
1 + t"_)"e -_t" (3)
are in VI or I]H if m, n, and p are chosen l_roperly (vl
and v2 are appropriate positive constants). Specifically,
if p = -1, m,n = 0, one gets v(t) = vie -_ _ #o,
w •
which gives, Uo = -_. This is called saturation
(or boundary layer) controller [1] and has been widely
used to achieve bounded stability. Another specific choice
for v(t) (p = -1, m = O, n = 1) is v(t) = vie -v_',
which gives the strategy proposed by Dawson, et al. [2],
Ua = - w_2IIwll,l+_e-'_'" An extreme case, n --* oo, m --_ cc
and p = -1, gives v(t) = O, which corresponds to
the variable structure control [3], U_ = -_-][r]. As is
shown later, v(t) = 0 gives the fastest convergence, while
v(t) = #0 gives the slowest. However, due to physical
limitations, "too fast" could lead to chattering Hence,
the choice of v(t) depends on the requirements for ROC_
transient response, and steady state performance.
Tracking stability results based on the so-called gener-
alized energy accumulation principle [4] are given ne×t.
Theorem 1: Given (I) and (2), if v(O and _¢(t) are chosen
such that
S(_(_)_(_)d_ c_ w e [t0,oo), (4)< < oo
then stable path tracking is ensured and the rate-of-
convergence is at least _:-x(t).
Proof (outline): The closed-loop model is governed by
H(q;p)(V¢ + _-t W) + C(q,_; p)W = -KW
+ 6g(q;p)z, + 6C(q,4;p)y, + 6_(q,t;p) + Ua.
where _H(.) = H, - H, 5C(.) = C, - C, _G(.) = G_ - G-
At. Introducing the transformation @ = _¢W gives
H(q;p)_ + C(q,q;p)_P = -Xqs + _H(q;p)x,_¢
+ 6C(q,q;p)y, tc+_(q,t;p)t¢+ Uog.
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According to the criteria in [4], boundedness of the accu-
mulated generalized energy, ftt. _rK_dr, proves track-
ing stability. In fact,
jc t= _lTK_dr
J|o
f2+ + 6C(q,O;p) : +
f2+ oTUa_dr.
The symmetric positive definite property of H(.) and the
_kew-symmetric property of H(.) - 2C(.) yields,
S + II*llo,cdr+ (5)
where C_ = ½WTHW_c2[t=to. Inserting (2) into (5),
j¢ ftl _i W_2
_< C2+ II_ll0_dr - _T_ IIWII,7 + v(r) dr
= c2+ IlWll dr
IIWll + ,,(,')
f2
Condition (4) implies je is bounded. The result follows
[4].
Theorem 2: Given (1) and (2), ir,,(t) and ,_(t) are chosen
such that
limsup v(r),c_(r)dr < C_ < co Vt E [t0,oo),
|..-_ O0 0
then stable path tracking is also ensured.
Proof: The proof follows the approach used in [4].
Gorollary If t0(t) and v(t) are chosen such that
,d(t)v(t) < C 2, < oo, (7)
then stable path tracking is ensured.
Proof: Under the condition of the Corollary, it is
seen that fttov(r)tc2(r)dr <<_ C_(t- to). Therefore,
Iimsupt--oo _ = iimsupt--oo _t-to + C_.
Several observations are made. First H°, C, and G,
are not based on q, q and p, but on the desired path
{q*, q* } and parameters p* which can be precomputed off-
line. Second, one does not need to re-organize the robotic
dynamics (so as to isolate unknown parameters) before
calculating the control torque. Also a simple way to get
H,(.), 6",(.), and G°(.) is to set, H° = 0, 6", = 0, and
G, = 0, the control torque reduces to r = -KW + U,.
This gives the same structure as in [2]. However, since
IIU.II_< 0, H° = 0, Gs = 0, and G, = 0 leads to a larger
Uo which could require more control energy.
3. Synthesis Examples
Example 1: (Natural Rate-of-Convergence )
Assume that a natural ROC is sufficient (_(t) = 1)
Then
je _< + ,(,-)d,-.
Suppose that v(t) is chosen such that J_ < C_ +
ftto v(r)dr <_ J*, where J* is a design specification.
If v(t) =vte -_2t, with vt > 0, v2 > 0, then JA <_
C_ + _e -v2t°. In order to meet the specification, vl and
v2 are determined such that C,J2+ _2e-_t° < J*. Suppose
to = 0 and the initial condition is such that C_ = 10. It
the performance specification is J* = 12, then _ < 2. So
by choosing v2 > 0 and 0 < vt < 2v2, JA <_ d*.
]_xample 2: (Variable Structure Control)
For any x(t), J" is ensured to be less than or equal to
C_ (see (6)) by choosing v(t) = 0. This implies that the
R.OC can be arbitrarily fast and the accumulated tracking
error is smaller than any other choice of v. So one might
conclude that variable structure control gives the best
control performance and the greatest ROC. However, it is
its fast speed that causes chattering. So from a practical
point of view, one should not require too large a ROC
over the entire period of operation. A piecewise ROC
may be useful. This can be achieved by methods similar
to those given in [4].
4. Comment
Clearly v plays an interesting role in these robust con-
trol strategies. First, v is related to the overall tracking
performance in that the bound on J_ depends on the
choice of v. Second, v specifies the boundary layer in
the strategies. Since v is time varying, the boundary
layer is also varying. This property can be used to retain
the merits of the VSC strategy and avoid the problem of
chattering.
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Abstract
Based on the teneralized energy accumulation princ/-
pie, criteria for system stability and performance an,dysis
are established in the first part of this work [8]. These
criteria ate of immediate use in many systerr_. The main
purpose in this part of the work is to apply these criteria
to robotic systems. Both adaptive and robust control are
investitated.
1. Introduction
The concept of stability concerning a dynamic sys-
tem is always important to system engineers. Motivated
by the generalised energy accumulation principle, cer-
tain criteria for testing system stability are proposed in
[8]. As a continuation to that work, this paper demon-
strates the applications of the established criteria to •
practical system m robotic system. Specifically, the path
tracking control problem of robotic systems is consid-
ered. By introducing the concept of rate transforma-
tion, new adaptive and robust control strategies ate de-
veloped which achieve stable path tracking and provide
a priori information about how fast the tracking errors
will converge. With these strategies, different rates-of-
convergence (ROCs) can be obtained by simply choos-
ing a different scalar rate function _(t) (to be defined
later). It turns out that the conventional adaptive con-
trol scheme is a special case of the proposed strategies
(i.e., with _(t) = 1). Global exponential path tracking is
easily _chieved by simply setting e(t) = e _t, where A > 0.
Moreover, one may obtain other types of path tracking
than asymptotic and exponentisi trs&ing by choosing a
proper K.
2. l_view of Stability Crlterls
For conven/ence and continu/ty, stability criteria estsb-
lished in [8] awe summarised first.
By introducing • rate function x(t) (see |3 for defini-
tion), st_ility criteria represented by integral inequalities
in [8] can be unified as follows,
J" = _(r)G,[=(r)]dr < C] < _,
where G¢(.) is s generalized energy function of the sys
tern and CA is a real number. To analyze system stabilit_
and performance, one only needs to verify these equalitic_
(see [8] for more details). It is seen that asymptotic sta
bility corresponds to _(t) = 1, while exponential stabilit_
correeponds to _(t) = e _t.
3. A Useful Le_ma [8]
The objective is to derive new adaptive and robust con-
trol strategies, which ensure stable path tracking and al-
low adjustable ROCs. To this end, the concepts of rate
function and rate transformation are introduced.
Definition 3.1 Rate Function
A real function oftime, _(t),/s a rate function (denote
by _(t) 6. 3), flit satisfies the following conditions:
(1) ,¢(t) is positive for all t E [to, or),
(2) ,¢(to)isbounded,
(3) s(t) is increasing, and
(4) k(t) is well-defined for t E [to, oo).
Note that under these conditions, such a _(t) is invertibh
and _:-l(t) is upper bounded and decreasing Obviot_
examples for such a rate function include _ = 1, _ = 1+l
= e xt,(l+t)e _t, (l+t)+e x' (A > 0) etc. (see [8] fo
other types).
Dellnit/on 3.2 Rate Transformation
The r_e ¢ra_formation is defined
= I¢(t)X, (3.I
where _(t) b a rate function as defined before.
The terminology "rate trsmd'ormation" is motivated b:
the fact that such s transformation skeets the rate o
convergence of the system, as is shown in the following.
OF POOR QUALITY
_[_et_ be a rate function as defined before. __d_r the s
systems (3.2) and (3.3), related by (3.1). If s_. ._ (3._. Z
is stable (bounded or asymptotically ste.bl¢), _i_ sys_.ni- "_:z . ,_
(3.2) conveQpm to its equilibrium po/nt wiCh a certain
ROC ..... _ _
Proof:
• Thus the path
_nd a contro_
ly on the joim
path, { q, q ) ,
•ameters rep-
between this
_. _tirpically seen in
only requires
_tors, b_ .___o imposes the
of particular
ROC
are applie_.
ares for roboti,
with control-
0where K = K r > 0 is a controller gain matrix, sad
/_ E R' is the vector of 15ara.nwter estimates as determined
by the following algorithms.
Estimation Algorithm | (I-Estimate)
= -_, wTn_,(q,O,_,, z,)_2(_)dr + _,(to),
i - 1,2, .-,s, (4.9)
where _, > 0 is an adaptation gain (design parameter),
/_i(t0) is the initial parameter estimate, sad @_ is the i-th
element of the vector q_ defined by Equation (4.2).
Estimation Alz_orithm 2 (PI-E_timate)
- [3iwT_i(q,_,y,,z,)g_(t), i -- 1,2,...,s, (4.10)
where/_ > 0 is one other adaptation gain.
Theorem 4.1
Consider the robot dynamics (4.1) with the controller
(4.8). If the parameters are estim_ed by (4.9) or (4.10),
then stable path tracking control b ensured. The rate-o£-
convergent, is speci_ed by g-l(t), which can be chosen
by the designer.
Proof: Combining (4.1) sad (4.8) yields the closed-loop
system dynamics,
H(q;p)(_V -F k_-lW) +C(q.q;p)W = -KW
#
+ _-_(_,-p,)@,(q,i.y,.z,) (4.11)
i---!
where Property 4.1 was used. Introducing the rate trans-
formation, q, = _;W, (4.11) becomes
$
H(q;p)(_+C(q. q; p)$ --E(_i-p_)@i(q. q. y,, Zo)x-K $.
According to the criteria in [8], it is only necessary to
show_the-_undednem of the accumulated generalized
energy J¢ = f,t $TK_dr" Using the above equation,
Property 4.1 sa_l integration by pazt_, yields
J" = - _2"H(q;p)$dr- _TC(q,q;p)q_dr
dml Jlto
where C_, - _W_HW_[,=,.. In_rting (4.9) sad apply-
ing the folk_ving rel_tio_
#(,-)d,-_(-_)_, =
OF POOR Q'_AL!_
3 _ reads
so __.a;-
_=I c_i J
[_--_,(:0)]:
+
-- "2"_/ < <30,
i=I
where I, = f;'o W'r4_,_(r)d_ " The boundedness of .]
implies that • is at least L2. Note that W = ec-_q_, _h,
result follows. (The result for Estimation Algorith_ ;
can be shown in the same way.) §
4.2 Illustrative Examples
To make the foregoing concepts clear, three examph _
are presented in this section.
Examvle 1 Asymptotic Convergence
Suppose the control torque is of the sa_ne structure a._
in (4.8). If _ = 1, then e, y°, W ate defined as befor,:
sad
z, = _* - Di.
Estimation Algorithm 1 becomes
N =--a_ wT@i(q,O,y,,z,)dr+_(to),i= 1.2, .... s_
Considering the proof of Theorem 4.1, convergence fv_
this ca_ is asymptotic.
Ex_vle 2
Choosing _:(t) as _(t) = 1 + t gives
1
z° = i" - D _- -f-_ W,
and
W=_+De= _.
l+t
Estimation Algorithm 2 is now
_ = -o,, _r,_,(q,i_,_o,.o)(l+ _)_d_-
-- _iwT_i(q,O,y.,z.)(1 + t) _ "Fpi(to),
i = 1,2,...,a. In this cue, convergence k stronger tha_
asymptotic due to the choice of _.
Exile 3 Exponential Convergence
Let g(t) be the exponential function _(t) = e _:. In thi
• , = _'- D_- _W
W = _ + D_ = @e-'_'.
i=
The parameter estimation Mgorithm is
£f_i = -ai w'r@_(q,_,po,Z,)e2X'dr
- i_WT@i(q,_,Y,,=,)e 2_' +_(to),i = 1,2,...,s.
This corresponds Ix) the exponential tracking.
It is observed from the above examples that for differ-
ent _-), different ROCs for the filtered tracking errors
are achieved. It is interesting to note that x(t) - 1 cor-
responds to the conventional adaptive control [1-2][4-5].
Note that in this case, W --- i and the ROC of W is
not adjustabIe: As for the exponential tracking, one only
needs to ch_ it(t) - e _', where A > 0. Also it is possi-
ble to change the ROC over different time intervals. This
can be done by the technique shown in [8].
4.3 Robust Tracking with Adjustable ROC
Robust control of robotic systems has been extensively
investigated recently/1]. Most of the strategies are based
on upper bounds of the uncertain model. Obtaining such
bounds, however, is not trivia/because H, C, and G are
complicated matrices depending on q, # and p. Improper
determination of such bounds may lead to instability. A
strategy based on the maximum absolute value of each
element of H, C, and G is suggested U follows.
Let H0(.), (7,(.) and G,(.) represent limplified versions
of H(.), C(.) and G(.), respectively. Also let p" represent
the nominal system parameters and q" and q" represent
the desired trajectory.
For the following development, let
6//= [6hq] = H(q;p)- H.(¢;V').
6C= [6cq] = C(e,#;p)-C.(e',#';f),
6G = [69,] = G(q;p)- G.(q';p').
The robust control torque is given by
r = Ho(q';p')Zs+Co(q',_';p')ps+Gs(q';p°)-KW+U.,
014.)
where K = K T > 0 and U. is an auxiliary control defined
by
n It
ill jffil
n n It
+ _.g_(_,J)u.+_0Pu(0, (4.1_)
.... i_i j=l t=1 :
In equation (4.14b), U(i,j) ate '0- 1' matrices [9] and
r_#, s_ and z_ are ,calm to be defined later. The track-
ing stability of the system is now addremed by the fob
lowing result.
Theorean 4.2
Let the coatro/strategy be _ by (4.14). If
IW,=.,ll_ + _(,)
OF POOR QUAL!TY
c'
slj ---
where hq = maxl6hql,
and _ and v satisfy
i _:_vdr <_ Ct, < oo
or
g2v __ C2° < o_
then stable path tracking is achieved.
Proof (outline):
IW,u.,I_i + v(O
w,o_
IW,lO,+ u(t)'
ai,i = maxl6ci./[, _i = maxl6gil,
(4.15)
(4.16,
Note that with the control (4.14a),the closed-loo_,
model becomes
H(q;v)(W .4- k_c-tW) + C(q, fl;p)W - -KW
-I- 6H(q;p)z° -t- 5C(q,q;p)y. -I- 6G(q;p) + U..
Introducing the transformation qt = xW a_nd using Uo in
(4.14b) gives
H(q;p)_ + C(q,#;p)el=-K@
+ EE[s_ + 6hi/]U(i,j)z,_c
i=1 j=l
;1 ;1
+ _ _[.,_ + _,A_(_,_)_._
i=1/=I
It
+ _[,f + _,]u(i)_.
Considering the performance index J_ = f/o q_Tlf_<lr, i:
is not difficult to show that
je = _T K_td T
" _f' IW,:°,l_,< c_+ _ ,_
- IW,=.,lA,,+ vi=l j=l'*to
+ Iw,_.,l_q+ v
t--1 1:1
+
,=l IW,l.O,+ v
< C_.+ ,_lvdr
i=1 i_I •
+ _ivdr + E _vdr
gill j=l II i=1
With the choices for _ and v M in (4.15) or (4.16), either
the index is bounded or its time average is bounded and
the result follows. §
OF POOR QUALITY
This strategy is euy to apply since the upper bound
for each element, ]$h_iI,_,-I_I-., and16gd..., c_-
be easily obtained by truing the facts that isin(.)i < i and
_<x.
Note that there are many pomible choices for v (see
the table below, where p0 > 0, vl > 0 and v2 >__0). The
impact of v (and K) on system performance is discussed
later.
Table 4.1 Pvesible Choices fqr
f/0
l+t
v • -w2*
vle-Vz t
l+t
V t_"u2f
Vl_--vatz
l+t
i/ e - w31_l
wgt
For the Pl-FAtimate, since Pi is updated by (4.10),
171 = - i --l_)WT_ir._(r)dr
i=!
i
Thus
|rh(II ) -- rl,(I ) -_ (wT¢)2K2('f)dr < 17l([ ).
dto
Correspondingly it is indicated that
J_(H) < J_(r),
The strategy presented herein exhibits the following
features. The structure is simple and most of the re-
quired computations can be performed prior to real-time
operation..As for the computation of H,,C, and G,,
" _ae may choome them to be constant matric.es/vector (or
which implies that better tracking performance can be
achieved by using the PI-Estimate. This conclusion
agrees with the comment made in [3]. Simulation results
presented in Figures 4.1-4.2 also verify this point (see [7]
for more det_dls).
At this point, we are also able to address the effect
of the initial estimation on tracking performance. Tradi-
tionally, it is suggested that the initial estimate may be
diagonal matrices for He and C,), or simply zero, Add_ _ chosen arbitrarily (ffiero in genera]). This is because the
tionally, time varying uncertainties can be easily handled stability is global and the initial estimate does not affect
by the strategy. Again since the rate function is utilised,
the ROC is adjtmtabl¢.
4.4 Tracking Performance Analysis
In addition to the tracking stability, it is important to
explore the tracking performance that the strategies can
achieve. The criteria for testing stability can also serve
this purpose. The following is a brief discussion of this
issue. Only adaptive control is considered. Referring to
the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is found that the performance
index for both the Estimation Algorithms 1 and 2 can be
computed as
d_(l,If) = _ + _1_+
where
rto- Wr l-l(q(r);p)W,=(r)l,ffi,o
91 (P_ -- P_)WT @_"2(r) dr
dffil •
=
It is see,, that. only _h chanles for the different estima/.ion
algorithms. When_ ioestimated bytheI-Eatima_e(4.9),
_[I1 JII
= ' =
tracking stability. However, as clearly shown in (4.13),
the initial estimate affects the overall tracking perfor-
mance in the sense that a "better" initial estimate results
in a tighter bound J¢. Simply choosing/_, = 0, as sug-
gested typically in the literature, is among the "worst"
choices. Choosing the nominal value of p_ as the inilial
estimate resultsin a smaller je, implying betterperfor-
mance. This isalsoconfirmed by simulation results(s,__(•
[7]).These points,however, are not directlyevidentfro,_
the Lyapunov stabilitymethod.
Finally,the impact of _, _(t),K, and D on system
performance isdiscussed.Itisnoted that K and D are
required to be symmetric positivedefinite.Their choices
are relatedto the desiredrobustne_, speed of response,
and disturbance rejectionproperties.The rolesof _ and
y are relatedto the rate of convergence. Note that since
the controltorque r isdefinedas in (4.8),if_¢and v are
chosen such that • and i rapidlytend to zero,then the
controltorque alsorapidlytends tothe desiredvalue,r'.
However, ffthey are chosen so that the convergence of
rate is too fast, the control toeques in the transition state
may exceed the admimible values.Hence some trade-offs
between ROC and control energy have to be made in
practice.
S. Coucludin_ Remarks
This paper has demonstrated the application of the cri-
terht established in [8] to robotic systems. Performance
analysis based on these criteria was ah,o given. Addl-
tion_l applications of tl_ese results can be found in [7].
Note that the criteria and their applications are based on
continuous systems. Given that discrete time systems are
extensively encountered in practice, extensions of these
results to discrete-time systems represent an important
research effort. Due to the limited space, results con-
cerning this aspect are omitted. Interested readers are
referred to [7] for details.
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